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Information

DEBATE
Venue: Oxford Union Debating Chamber
Time: 5:30 pm, Thursday 11th

DINNER
Venue: Hertford College Dining Hall
Time: 8 pm, Thursday 11th
Dress code: Smart casual & business suits

LUNCH SUGGESTIONS
Light refreshments are available throughout the conference.
Lunch is not provided, but here are some great options nearby:

Little Clarendon Street (5 min walk)
- Taylors - Café serving gourmet sandwiches made to order
- Browns - European brasserie
- Café Rouge - French bistro
- Moshi - Café serving sushi and Asian
- Maison Blanc - Café serving sandwiches and cakes

Town (10 min walk)
- Various cafes: Prêt, Starbucks, Caffe Nero, Costa, Eat
- Various restaurants: Pizza Express, YO! Sushi, Jamie’s, Byron

Pubs (all about 5 min walk)
- The Royal Oak
- The Eagle and Child
- The King’s Arms

FILMING
All sessions will be filmed. After the conference they will be made freely available to watch online via YouTube and iTunes U. Please watch the website for details.

Welcome!

Hello and welcome to Oxford! We’re delighted to have you here for the Rigour and Openness in 21st Century Science conference.

Over the next two days we will hear from a host of incredible speakers, all here to think about how openness and digital innovation will transform science in Britain and worldwide.

We encourage everyone to participate actively, so most sessions have a panel period at the end for audience discussion with the speakers. You can tweet using #openoxford, and make sure to watch the website where further links and information may be posted.
**DAY 1**

09:00 - 09:30  Registration
09:30 - 09:45  Welcome
09:45 - 10:45  Opening Keynote: Mark Walport
10:45 - 11:00  Tea Break
11:00 - 12:30  Session 1
   *Rigour and Open Access*
12:30 - 13:30  Lunch
13:30 - 14:45  Session 2
   *Citizen Science*
14:45 - 15:00  Tea Break
15:00 - 16:30  Session 3
   *Beyond Traditional Articles*
16:30 - 17:30  Free time
17:30 - 19:30  Public Debate
   *Evolution or Revolution in Science Communication?*
20:00 - late  Conference Dinner

**DAY 2**

09:00 - 09:30  Registration
09:30 - 11:45  Session 4
   *Open Data*
11:45 - 12:00  Tea Break
12:00 - 12:45  Session 5
   *Show and Tell*
12:45 - 14:15  Lunch
14:15 - 16:00  Session 6
   *Alternative Peer Review*
16:00 - 16:15  Tea Break
16:15 - 17:30  Session 7
   *Open Innovation*
17:30 - 18:00  Emerging Themes
18:00 - 18:30  Closing Keynote: David Willetts
18:30 - 19:30  Free time
19:30 - late  Casual food
Speakers Day 1

KEYNOTE  09:45  
Mark Walport – UK Government Chief Scientific Advisor

RIGOUR AND OPEN ACCESS  11:00  
Catriona Cannon and Linda Atkinson – The Bodleian
Douglas Kell – BBSRC
Jason Hoyt – PeerJ
Liz Ferguson – Wiley Blackwell

CITIZEN SCIENCE  13:30  
Chris Lintott – Galaxy Zoo
Helen Roy – CEH
Simone Severini – UCL

BEYOND TRADITIONAL ARTICLES  15:00  
Gabriele Facciolo – IPOL
Mark Hahnel – figshare
Richard Price – Academia.edu
Steve Pettifer – Utopia Docs

DEBATE  17:30  
Amelia Andersdotter – MEP, Swedish Pirate Party
Cameron Neylon – PLOS
David Tempest – Elsevier
Graham Taylor – Independent publishing consultant
Jason Hoyt – PeerJ
Jason Wilde – Nature
Paul Wicks - PatientsLikeMe
Mike Taylor – Univeristy of Bristol

Speakers Day 2

OPEN DATA  09:30  
Brian Hole – Ubiquity Press
Geoffrey Bilder – CrossRef
Jason Wilde – Nature
Lee Giles – CiteSeerX
Rebecca Lawrence – F1000
Victor Henning – Mendeley

SHOW AND TELL  11:45  
TBC

ALTERNATIVE PEER REVIEW  14:15  
Christopher Greenwell – Elsevier
Ciaran O’Neall – BioMed Central
Irene Hames – Independent publishing consultant
Rebecca Lawrence – F1000

OPEN INNOVATION  16:15  
Birgitte Andersen – Big Innovation Centre
Chas Bountra – SGC
Kaitlin Thaney – Digital Science
Will Hutton – Hertford College

KEYNOTE  18:00  
David Willetts – Minister of State for Universities and Science
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